Dear Secretary Cardona and Acting Assistant Secretary Goldberg:

On behalf of the Federal School Discipline & Climate Group (FedSDC), the undersigned 32 organizations, students, youth, families, and community members, we submit this comment regarding the Title IX regulations addressing sexual harassment in education and protections against retaliation and discipline of student survivors in response to the Department of Education’s (“the Department”) public hearing. FedSDC is a diverse group of local community organizers, national organizations, directly impacted students, youth, families, and community members that exists to protect the interests and educational rights of Black and Brown students through a racial and educational equity lens.

In response to the Department’s review of its rules implementing Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX),¹ we write to share our concerns about the harms of the Trump administration’s Title IX rule and our recommendations for changing the Title IX rule so that it will better protect students from all forms of sex-based harassment, including retaliation and other discriminatory discipline.

Title IX prohibits retaliation against those who complain of sex discrimination, in addition to ensuring that schools respond effectively to sexual harassment, including by having “prompt and equitable” grievance procedures.² Unfortunately, we know too well how student survivors who summon the courage to report—especially survivors of color, survivors with disabilities, LGBTQ survivors, and pregnant or parenting survivors—are often punished when they turn to their schools for help. Some are disciplined for physically defending themselves against their
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¹ Dep’t of Educ., Office for Civil Rights, Letter to Students, Educators, and other Stakeholders re Executive Order 14021 (Apr. 6, 2021), https://www2.ed.gov/about/offices/list/ocr/correspondence/stakeholders/20210406-titleix-eo-14021.pdf.
² 34 CFR § 106.71 (2021); see also Jackson v. Birmingham Bd. of Educ., 544 U.S. 167, 173 (2005) (“Retaliation against a person because that person has complained of sex discrimination is another form of intentional sex discrimination encompassed by Title IX’s private cause of action.”).
harassers, acting out in age-appropriate ways in response to trauma, violating nondisclosure agreements imposed by the school by talking to friends about their harassment, and missing school to avoid seeing their harasser.\(^3\) Others are punished for sexual contact on school grounds, based on administrators' conclusions that the contact was "consensual," premarital, or that the accusations of assault were false—meaning these students are punished for their own sexual assaults.\(^4\) Student survivors in college have also increasingly faced retaliation from their assailants, who seek to weaponize school disciplinary proceedings by filing baseless cross-complaints in an effort to silence and punish victims.\(^5\) The Title IX rule must make it clear that these types of treatment constitute unlawful retaliation.

Students of color, LGBTQ students, students with disabilities, and pregnant and parenting students, who face additional discrimination also based on these identities, are most likely to be retaliated against after reporting sexual harassment. Research shows that students of color and LGBTQ students are at least twice as likely to be sexually assaulted as their white and non-queer counterparts.\(^6\) For example, combined sex and race stereotypes lead school educators and administrators to "adultify" Black girls, seeing them as more promiscuous and less deserving of protection and care than their peers.\(^7\) These stereotypes cause schools to view the sexual harassment reports of Black girls and other girls of color as less serious and to ignore, blame, or punish them instead of launching an investigation. Similarly, schools are less likely to believe LGBTQ student survivors due to reliance on stereotypes that they are "hypersexual," "deviant," or bring the "attention" upon themselves.\(^8\) These biases fuel discriminatory responses to reports of harassment or assault and unjust disciplinary practices. For example, a national survey of LGBTQ youth found that 7.3% were disciplined after reporting their own victimization.
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to school staff. Black and Indigenous LGBTQ youth were almost twice as likely to report experiencing out-of-school disciplinary action (suspension or expulsion), compared to their white LGBTQ peers. When LGBTQ student survivors don’t report being harassed or assaulted—as most don’t because they doubt an effective response—they may nonetheless be disciplined for it. Student survivors with disabilities also face challenges when reporting sexual harassment based on schools’ reliance on stereotypes that students with disabilities are less credible and because they may have difficulty describing or communicating about the harassment they experienced, especially if they have a developmental or cognitive disability.

When schools fail to respond effectively to sexual harassment, the impact can be devastating—with many student survivors being pushed out of school because they don’t feel safe, expelled for lower grades in the wake of their trauma, or suspended after they report.

Unfortunately, the changes that former-Secretary Betsy DeVos made to the Title IX rule last year fail to create safe and supportive school environments. For example, it narrows the definition of sexual harassment so that it now has to be “severe, pervasive, and objectively offensive” before a school can respond, even though OCR’s race and disability harassment standards appropriately obligate schools to respond if harassment is “sufficiently serious,” which is generally determined by the severity, pervasiveness, or persistence of the harassment. The DeVos rule also requires schools to use procedures that treat victims unfairly and subject sexual harassment complaints to grievance procedures more burdensome than those used for other types of student or staff misconduct, including other types of discrimination. Not only does this communicate the message that sexual harassment victims are uniquely unreliable, but it also creates inconsistent standards, making it confusing at best, and nearly impossible at worst, for schools to investigate complaints of sexual harassment that are compounded with disability or race discrimination through an intersectional lens. These burdensome standards will also particularly harm student survivors of color, LGBTQ student survivors, and student survivors with disabilities, who already face additional hurdles and discrimination when reporting harassment.

The DeVos rule also allows schools to discipline student survivors for making a “materially false statement in bad faith” without it being considered retaliation under Title IX, as long as the decision to discipline is not based solely on the outcome of an investigation. The threat of
discipline if a school determines an accusation is “false” will deter many student survivors from coming forward to ask for help or initiate an investigation. Like other changes to the rule, this change also especially harms women and girls of color (particularly Black girls who already face disproportionate, discriminatory discipline), pregnant and parenting student survivors, LGBTQ student survivors, and student survivors with disabilities who are harassed because they are more likely to have their trauma minimized, be disbelieved, and be blamed due to rape myths and stereotypes that label them as more promiscuous, aggressive, and/or less credible.

Most fundamentally, and contrary to the claims of the previous administration, there is no conflict between protecting student survivors’ educational opportunities and ensuring fair disciplinary procedures. As the Department’s guidance has long made clear, schools must investigate allegations of sexual harassment using disciplinary procedures fair to all parties. There is simply no reason for the Department to provide special protections to people accused of sexual harassment that are unavailable to others who face similar sanctions for analogous forms of misconduct. And such exceptional treatment of sexual allegations both is rooted in and reinforces exactly the sort of sex stereotyping Title IX forbids.

The Department must restore and strengthen Title IX protections. This includes restoring the definition of sexual harassment consistent with earlier guidance (and with OCR’s standards for race- and disability-based harassment claims) and requiring that schools’ disciplinary procedures be fair by allowing both parties the same procedural rights, also consistent with earlier guidance (including, but not limited to, requiring a standard of proof that equally burdens both parties). The Department should require schools to provide supportive measures, including reasonable academic, safety, and mental health accommodations for complainants to ensure they are able to learn and stay in school and disability accommodations for both respondents and complainants to ensure fair responses. The Department should also explicitly prohibit any forms of retaliation against those who complain of sex discrimination and protect student survivors against retaliation. This includes, but is not limited to, prohibiting punishing or disciplining a victim for collateral conduct that occurred during or in response to the harassment or assault (e.g., alcohol or drug use, consensual sexual contact, reasonable self-defense, presence in restricted parts of campus, nonattendance to avoid seeing the harasser). The Department should also continue to prohibit punishment and discipline for false reports that are based solely on the school’s conclusion that there wasn’t sufficient evidence to support a finding of harassment.

Even before the DeVos rule, student survivors were being discouraged from reporting in the first place, met with unfair skepticism, blamed, and wrongly disciplined. The DeVos rule only makes it harder for people like them to come forward, and it denies them fair treatment under a system.
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that is supposed to protect them. We look forward to working with you to ensure Title IX’s equity mandate is restored.

Thank you for your consideration of our recommendations. If you have any questions, please contact Christopher Scott (christopher.scott@opensocietyfoundations.org), Shiwali Patel (spatel@nwlc.org), and Sabrina Bernadel (sbernadel@nwlc.org).
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